










Ideas to let go
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Ideas that should die
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people who know the data
should ask the questions

software should be  
designed for deeper thinking

we help people
see and understand data

Modern BI
analytics at scale
can drive change





world of science 

Theoretical physicist Max Planck (1858-1947)



world of science 
“A new scientific truth does not triumph by 
convincing its opponents and making them see 
the light, 


Theoretical physicist Max Planck (1858-1947)



world of science 
“A new scientific truth does not triumph by 
convincing its opponents and making them see 
the light, but rather because its opponents 
eventually die,


Theoretical physicist Max Planck (1858-1947)



world of science 
“A new scientific truth does not triumph by 
convincing its opponents and making them see 
the light, but rather because its opponents 
eventually die, and a new generation grows up 
that is familiar with it.”


Theoretical physicist Max Planck (1858-1947)



world of science 

In other words, 

science advances by a series of funerals.

Why wait that long?



ideas that should die



In the beginning …



RFP* 
Request for Proposal

* not in all cases



Happy 
Excited 
Ecstatic 
Grinning



Anguish 
Pain 

Torture 
Agony 

Physically 
Sick



RFP, one easy document to kill innovation



A Request for Proposal (RFP) is used 
when you know you have a problem but 
don’t know how you want to solve it.  

Wikipedia



Ask questions



Solution needs to be intuitive and 
easy to use

Support Modern GUI interface

oh YES

Users can select colour schemes 
for maps, charts



the HOW

Schedule reports and specify 
filenames for the reports

Dashboard has configurable 
traffic light functionality

 Ability to produce pie charts, 
spider charts, bubble charts



RIP



open-ended questions 
open to interpretation 

open to innovation

 Instead of starting with technology, 
we need to start with people and culture.



business requirement 
vs 

solution



Build me a car

What is a car?



slow, air-cooled 

2 seater, convertible

7 seater, diesel

electric, autonomous

hybrid, cheap

fast, petrol

carry people  
drive 
turn 

wheels 
roadworthy

ImplementationInterface

What is a car?
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What is a car?

Requirement Solution



Business requirement – exhibit A



Business requirement – exhibit B



Business requirement – exhibit C

 List all opportunities in a cross-tab 
Show customer sales on a map 

Export data to Excel 
Export to PDF



exhibit A, B, C

 What it is for? 
What problem does it solve? 
What action will this trigger? 

What are the business objectives? 



Export to PDF









But, what if, 
 Google did implement Export to PDF





PDF is where data goes to die





Design thinking is a human - centred approach to innovation that 
draws from the designer’s toolkit to integrate the needs of people, 
the possibilities of technology, and the requirements for business 
success. 

Tim Brown, CEO and president of IDEO







ideas worth sharing



Constant effort to Experiment

Find viable alternative Options

Communicate with effective narrative













How do you know if you are doing it right?

“Oh, I had no idea this was possible, it will 
certainly change the way I work” 

Business User



meaningful progress?

@macbryla




